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“…I think everybody 
needs a bit of motivation and 
encouragement to reach their goals…There are so 
many young people that don’t really have the right 
people around them to influence them in the right 
way, so they’re following the wrong crowd or the 
wrong friend.  If they’re hearing that people love 
them and care about them, then there might be 
hope for the future. Because, we are the future 
generation, it’s up to us to encourage each other 
and be there for each other… It’s up to us to build 
each other up and help each other rather than 
bring each other down.”

-Princess
Community Educator

It’s kind of a 
freedom, because 
back in my country, you can’t be 
who you want. You have to follow 
what they say. Whereas here, you 
can be who you want or do what 
you do… as long as it’s you and not 
hurting anyone. What I like the 
most is, I have freedom in here 
(heart), I know what I want for my 
future, and my family supports me 
on it as well.

-Zeinab

As a community 
mobiliser, we are the first public 
relation staff to deal with our immediate 
clients or refugee communities. We relay 
messages to them, informing them of certain 
events and changes, training etc..We also 
communicate their needs, challenges and 
wants to SCARF.  We break down the barriers 
of communication, especially the language 
issue by providing interpretation and 
translation as needed. We help community 
members feel at ease by speaking their 
language and being present with them at 
SCARF.

-Francis, community mobiliser
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Watching 
the growth of each 
participant throughout the 
program as they gained confidence 
has been one of the biggest 
privileges I have had this year. 
Being alongside the participants 
as we learnt to “Be proud of who 
we are”, to “Challenge our beliefs, 
thoughts and values”, and “to be a 
better leader and a better human”, 
has been anamazing experience.

-Mahgol



Welcome to a journey through SCARF in 2018 – a year filled with friends, supporters, program partners, 
volunteers, and refugee entrants caring, connecting, responding and empowering each other.

 In 2018, SCARF continued to grow a small team of staff supporting a huge team of volunteers and 
community members from refugee backgrounds, all working together to help SCARF thrive as an 
organisation and as a community.

In this Review, we proudly celebrate the SCARF community - who we are, what we do and why we do it! 
Join us as we reflect on our 2018 highlights, share our plans for the future, and showcase the power of 
friendship as the foundation of everything we do.

THE SCARF 2018 JOURNEY

Since 2005, SCARF has connected local volunteers with people from refugee backgrounds, providing community, 
friendship and practical assistance to over 1800 people through all stages of their settlement experience.

SCARF facilitates a range of targeted programs – including Befriending, Education & Tutoring, Learner Driver 
Mentoring, Youth Leadership, Social Inclusion, Continuous Adult Learning, and Community Education activities – 
to help refugee entrants overcome barriers and build a secure, vibrant life in their new home. 
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One of our aims as an organisation is build a ‘SCARF community’ that’s welcoming and supportive for refugee 
entrants and volunteers. SCARF is also the beneficiary of support from a much wider community here in the 
Illawarra region. Indeed, the former could not exist without the latter.
It doesn’t take much to make a difference in the life of someone starting a new life in a new place - a smile, an offer 
of assistance, and connections of kindness. Thank you to all our supporters, near and far, small and large, for being 
part of SCARF’s story in 2018.
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I have had a long association with 
SCARF and have been Patron of this 
wonderful organisation for many 
years.
I would like to congratulate the 
whole team on another very 
successful year. As each year passes, 

the work of SCARF to reach a friendly hand to refugees in 
our community, has only become more important.
I have seen SCARF grow and develop through practical 
targeted programs,education, training, mentoring and 
job-seeking to support refugee families arriving in 
Australia. Their dedicated executive and wonderful 
team of volunteers contributes to a strong, inclusive and 
harmonious Wollongong.
I am proud and honoured to continue my association 
with SCARF, supporting the services they provide to 
the Illawarra community and beyond and look forward 
to another year working with this organisation on their 
continued commitment to refugees in the Illawarra 
Region.

-The Honourable Sharon Bird MP
Federal Member for Cunningham

“My name is Elie, I’m still new here in 
Australia. I just came recently in March. I was born 
in Congo, but we were refugees in Uganda. I’m living with my 
Mum and Dad, my little sister and two young brothers.
Even though you come from a different background or from a refugee background, you have 
to know that you also have a voice. There is really a good story which I reflect on every day and 
it’s all about how we can look at nature and it helps us to endure and keep going regardless of 
whatsoever is happening in our daily lives. 

It goes like this: there is a tree called the Chinese Bamboo tree , It takes 5 years to grow, you have 
to water and fertilise the ground everyday, and it doesn’t break through the ground until the fifth 
year. But once it breaks through the ground within five weeks It grows 90 feet tall. So the question 
is - does it grow 90 feet tall in 5 years or in 5 weeks? It grows 90 feet tall in 5 years because if the 
person had stopped watering, fertilise and nurturing it, that bamboo tree would’ve died in the 
ground. This story makes me realise how important it is to keep watering and nurturing our dreams 
because it won’t happen as quick as we want but …the character we build, the kind of person we 
become and the courage that we develop, is as important as the dream. Starting a life, studying, 
working, finding your way in Australia is hard because we face so many challenges but still we get 
up on both our feet and keep moving regardless of how hard it is.

I relate this story to my personal experience of settling here in Australia. My success is seeing 
both my parents are happy and they no longer have to worry for what we going to eat, study or 
paying the bills, etc. The list is endless. I would say that, for me being here in Australia and more 
particularly in Wollongong is a huge boost for the rest of my life, because it is like the period of 
growing in the ground when I am still watering, nurturing and fertilising my dream, with the help 
of people and friends around me, till when I break out of the ground to grow 90 feet tall. And it 
doesn’t really matter if it takes 5 years or less or more than that, but what really matters is the 

courage to keep going and years will just be numbers.”

-Elie

Since 2005, SCARF has been at the 
forefront of providing friendship 
and practical support for refugee 
families settling in the Illawarra. A 
key development in recent years 
is SCARF’s focus on identifying 
vocational skills and facilitating 

employment opportunities for newly arrived community 
members, in an effort to address the long-standing 
challenge of unemployment. This is vital work to support 
successful settlement.
SCARF has consistently provided a high level of 
programming and community service, building on 
lessons learned and advice received from refugee 
entrants, volunteers and settlement service-providers. 
This has been achieved through exceptional skilled 
volunteer contributions at every level of the organisation: 
governance, operations and service delivery.
SCARF has over 250 active volunteers delivering services 
to over 1800 refugee entrants from 14 different countries 
of origin. No other local organisation works with such a 
large active volunteer base to improve and empower the 
lives of former refugees.
As Lord Mayor and Patron of SCARF, I have enjoyed a 
close working relationship with SCARF for many years. 
I commend SCARF and thank all its volunteers for the 
invaluable work you have done over the past year.

-Lord Mayor Councillor Gordon Bradbery - OAM

MESSAGES OF SUPPORT
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SCARF’s story in 2018 is one of continuing transition as we sought to grow SCARF’s community, 
team, services, funding and impact.
In April 2005, SCARF was born with the vision, dynamism and compassion of Sharyn and Kel 
Mackenzie along with a handful of intrepid founding volunteers and refugee entrants. Thirteen 
years on, SCARF is a community treasure - a vibrant, diverse, mutually empowering and ever-
growing collective of people committed to building a sense of belonging for all. Like any teenager, 
we are experiencing growing pains in an environment of internal and external change, but we 
remain proud of what we do and steadfast in how we do it.

GROWING THE SCARF TEAM AND STRENGTHENING 
COMMUNITY

SCARF is committed to building organisational 
sustainability not only in financial resources but also 
in human and technical resources. We are seeking to 
establish a core team structure where organisational 
history, knowledge, development and relationships are 
shared across a team, rather than resting with a single 
individual.
In 2018, with your support:
• We expanded our community – we now have 

1881 refugee entrants registered with SCARF (533 
families) from 14 countries of origin

• We grew our volunteer and staff teams - with 250 
actively engaged volunteers in 2018 and the full time 
equivalent of 4.5 staff

• We increased our income from 317K – to 416K
All of this enabled us to expand and strengthen our 
programs in response to gaps-in-service and needs 
identified by refugee entrants.
This year, our current Executive Officer, Sherryl Reddy, 
advised that she would like to step down from the role of 
organisational manager in the first quarter of 2019. So, we 
will be working together with Sherryl to recruit a CEO in 
the New Year, and support a smooth handover by March 
2019. It will be a time of change, but we are confident in 
the skills, knowledge and capacity that rests within the 
wonderful team of volunteers, community members and 
staff, to continue supporting the growth and success of 
SCARF.
As SCARF builds a small team of paid staff, we 
are committed to remaining a volunteer-powered 
organisation where the essential and invaluable 
contribution of volunteers from both refugee and non-
refugee backgrounds rests at the heart of our work, reach 
and impact.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT

SERVICE DELIVERY DEMANDS IN A CHALLENGING 
ENVIRONMENT

SCARF’s mode of service-delivery links local volunteers 
and local partner agencies with refugee entrants.  At its 
essence, this builds local connections between people 
from diverse backgrounds and harnesses that diversity to 
improve social and economic inclusion.
In recent years, 2 key systemic funding issues have 
impacted on SCARF services:
1. Funding from state and federal government agencies 
has focused on larger settlement organisations with 
a presence in multiple settlement locations (ie state-
wide or nation-wide). Significant funding has therefore 
been directed towards organisations with a centralised 
presence in metropolitan areas, anticipating that their 
expanded operations in regional areas will be equally 
effective.  What we’ve seen, however, is that distinct 
refugee communities and settlement issues arise in 
regional areas.  This means that metropolitan-based 
agencies without strong local connections face difficulties 
in local outreach and effective engagement with refugee 
communities in regional locations.
2. Government contracts for settlement support often 
tie payments to outputs or incidence of service.  This 
creates a situation where government-funded agencies 
must necessarily “focus on the numbers” and on meeting 
somewhat arbitrary targets in order to receive program 
payments. This results in funded settlement services 
having limited capacity to respond to evolving needs 
of refugee entrants and restricted ability to support 
meaningful outcomes for refugee entrants.
Both of the above issues have led to increased demand 
for SCARF’s strong community connection, and non time-
limited service delivery, to respond to unmet needs.
In addition to filling gaps in settlement support that other 
agencies struggle to fill, SCARF is regularly approached to 

KATH MCCOLLIM
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provide advice on priority needs of refugee entrants, to 
share insights into settlement issues/challenges, to arrange 
consultations with members of emerging communities, 
and to provide translation/interpretation/bi-cultural 
support.
On average, we receive 3 – 5 referrals per week from 
settlement agencies or wider community services seeking 
support through one or more of SCARF’s programs.
Securing stable and sustainable employment remains 
a key area of need among refugee entrants in the 
settlement journey.   This is an area where SCARF is 
focused on making a difference in 2019 as we actively 
explore opportunities to collaborate with local businesses 
in creating refugee employment pathways, and combine 
this with essential ‘wrap around’ social supports.

FUNDING

Funding remains SCARF’s biggest challenge. In SCARF’s 
13 year history, SCARF has never received ongoing 
government funding.  SCARF relies heavily on public 
donations and small grants to fund our core programs.
In line with our strategic plan, we are seeking to move 
towards more diverse income streams and flexible 
multi-year funding, by reaching out to government, 
philanthropic and private sources.
In the meantime, public donations remain a critical income 
stream for SCARF as this allows us to be truly flexible and 
responsive to the changing needs of refugee entrants.  It 
is also the life-saving support that keeps SCARFs doors 
open.
SCARF’s network of generous donors, supporters and 
fundraisers includes Edmund Rice College, St Mary’s Star 
of the Sea College, Fairy Meadow, Wollongong South, 
Corrimal and Gerringong Rotary Clubs, Commonwealth 
Bank, Westpac Bank, Collegians Rugby Club, Illawarra 
Master Builders Club, Transport for NSW, NSW 
Family & Community Services, and the Vincent Fairfax 

Family Foundation, to name just a few, plus individuals, 
volunteers, and community members. It’s your support 
that continues to sustain SCARF.
We express our sincere thanks for your support and your 
collective commitment to improving social and economic 
wellbeing for community members from refugee 
backgrounds.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

I would like to thank all members of the Management 
Committee 2018, including those who left Committee 
roles during the year due to other commitments. Sincere 
thanks to Joanna Stuart, Greg Knight and Peter Watts for 
their time and valuable advice. We are grateful for the 
continued support of Mark Stewart, Alina Azar, Drew 
Arthur and Irene Latoa who have brought continuity and 
specialist expertise to the committee at a challenging 
time in SCARF’s life. We also welcomed new Committee 
members Donna Dives and Stephanie Lake, both filling 
casual vacancies in the latter half of 2018.
I would also like to thank SCARF’s hard-working team and 
community. SCARF survives and thrives on your passion, 
purpose and commitment. It’s a privilege to be involved 
with an organisation where everyone works so incredibly 
hard towards the daily and lifelong goal of building a sense 
of belonging for all.
Congratulations to all members of the SCARF community 
on a huge year of learning, friendship and achievement 
working together to contribute to successful settlement of 
refugee entrants in the Illawarra region.
In 2019, we’re looking forward to strengthening our 
partnerships across organisations to enable more effective 
community participation, economic inclusion and social 
wellbeing for refugee entrants settling the Illawarra.
The Management Committee and I are excited to 
support SCARF’s continued growth and proud to be a 
part of the SCARF community.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT (cont)
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Kath McCollim - President/Human Resources and Risk Management Advisor
Kath is Executive Director, Transformation for UOW Enterprises. Kath has employment 
experience in the steel manufacturing and health insurance sectors, and in consultancy 
engagements with transport and local government sectors. Kath is a member of the Australian 
Institute of Company Directors.

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

Drew Arthur - Vice President
Drew is Managing Director of Micronet Systems (Australia). Drew manages a portfolio of 
Information Technology companies in Sydney, Wollongong and Brisbane. Drew is a Graduate 
of the Australian Institute of Company Directors.

Irene Latoa - Treasurer
Irene is a qualified CPA with over 25 years corporate business experience, including in key 
financial and general management roles with Nestle and Nespresso in Australia and overseas. 
Irene owns and manages First Class Accounts – North Wollongong.

Mark Stewart - Secretary/Organisational Strategy & Development Advisor
Mark is Head of Client Relationships for a large not-for-profit organisation. Mark is passionate 
about educating youth through real life experiences in the outdoors, and supporting cultural 
change, innovation and organisational development in the not-for-profit sector.

Donna Dives - Business Development Advisor
Donna is Service Delivery Director with the NDIA for the NSW South Region.  Donna has 
25 years leadership experience across a wide range of industry sectors including Insurance, 
banking & finance, retail travel, community & employment services and recruitment.

Alina Azar - PR and Marketing Advisor
Alina is Manager, Economic Development in local government and has previously held senior 
marketing and business management positions in both private and public companies in 
Australia and the UK. Alina is a graduate of the Australian Institute of Company Directors.

Stephanie Lake - Fundraising and Income Generation Advisor
Stephanie has over 12 years experience in fundraising, and has worked for not-for-profit 
organisations in Australia, the UK, and Brazil. Stephanie’s skills span individual giving, 
community fundraising, corporate partnerships and large-scale fundraising events.
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SCARF MISSION
To see all people from refugee backgrounds settled happily and participating fully in the life of 
the wider community. To this end, SCARF provides refugee support by creating connections and 
generating opportunities that build a sense of belonging; promote social and economic inclusion; 
and empower individuals and families to lead independent lives.

SCARF VISION
By 2020, SCARF will be further recognised in the Illawarra for providing sustainable and responsive 
refugee support. We will make a positive transition to operating as a social business with effective 
teams and collaborative partnerships, while preserving our historical ethos.

We commit to: 
• Strengthen governance of SCARF to support a positive transition to sustainable 

operations
• Build a team of core staff to manage SCARF programs and services 
• Expand SCARF income sources & diversify SCARF support base
• Collaborate with other organisations to enhance impact in refugee support 
• Build an evidence base for what we do to ensure our programs and service are 

responsive to current needs
• Critically reflect, document and report on our outcomes and impact – are we achieving 

our mission – how can we do this better?

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH AS AN ORGANISATION

We commit to:
• Support Job readiness – vocational training & education; CV-writing; interview skills; 

awareness of workplace culture and practices
• Develop supportive employment networks - link local employers with refugee entrants 

and build capacity for creating diverse and inclusive workplaces
• Promote job creation – support small business/enterprise creation by and for people 

from refugee backgrounds,  harnessing and promoting existing skills, experience, interests 
and qualifications.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

We commit to:
• Nurture and grow our volunteers through developing a robust volunteer management 

program providing briefing and support to volunteers along with training & development 
opportunities

• Create opportunities for young and emerging leaders from refugee backgrounds 
• Expand and enhance SCARF’s core programs; and develop new areas of programming 

focused on social inclusion for children, youth and adults
• Increase awareness and understanding of the refugee experience among the broader 

community
• Create opportunities to share both volunteer and refugee stories, and showcase their 

contributions to the life of our community

DEVELOP AND SUPPORT COMMUNITIES 

SCARF STRATEGY
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COMMUNITY MEMBERS FROM REFUGEE BACKGROUNDS
Traditionally our refugee entrants have been the community that SCARF seeks to support 
and our efforts have focused on delivering services to this community. While this remains 
the case, we want to engage community members from refugee backgrounds as experts 
in SCARF’s growth and future development – it is their advice, knowledge, skills and lived 
experience that is key to providing effective settlement support.

VOLUNTEERS
SCARF is a volunteer-powered organisation. Our volunteers are responsible for frontline 
delivery of SCARF services. We are developing a robust volunteer management program 
to provide induction, briefing, training and support to our volunteers and opportunities to 
continuously learn from them

PARTNERSHIPS
SCARF knows that comprehensive ‘end-to-end’ settlement support cannot be achieved 
by any one agency alone.  Genuine partnership and a collective commitment to improving 
social outcomes for the community we serve, is essential. We actively pursue partnerships 
(at organisational, program and activity levels) with other agencies to collaboratively respond 
to unmet needs of refugee communities.

RELIABLE RECURRING INCOME
We want to develop diverse income streams for SCARF including transforming some of 
SCARF’s programs into sustainable social businesses that utilise the skills & experience of 
people from refugee backgrounds, provide pathways to employment, and generate income 
to support SCARF services.

OUR VALUES
The essence of 

SCARF remains at the 
heart of our work and 

is reflected in our 
core values:

Courage

Community 
Connection

Positive 
Leadership

Resilience 
& Renewal

Compassion

Empowerment 
& Capacity

Humanity

KEYS TO SUCCESS
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EXECUTIVE OFFICERS REPORT

It’s hard to summarise a year of SCARF in just a couple of pages. It’s impossible to do justice to 
the drive and dedication of the workforce and community that is SCARF.  Our volunteers work 
as if they are paid, while our paid staff volunteer at least as many hours as they are paid. Our 
community members work around the clock to support each other through good times and bad. 
The fuel that drives this effort is purely and simply the power of friendship.

SCARF is not one person, or one program - it’s a 
fantastic network of friendships across ages, cultures and 
communities. This report shares a few highlights that 
hopefully give an insight into the people, programs and 
power of SCARF in 2018.
This year, with funding support from the Vincent Fairfax 
Family Foundation, we engaged program management, 
operations management, and fundraising/marketing 
expertise with Pippa, Ian and Ainslie, joining our small 
team of staff over the past 12 months, to help us build 
frameworks for program development, outcomes 
measurement, risk management and recurring income 
streams. We also benefited from the expertise and 
commitment of Sophie-May, John and Mahgol who 
coordinated the delivery of specific grant-funded 
projects within our community education, L2P, and youth 
programs respectively.
We welcomed Lindsay back from maternity leave as 
Volunteer Manager, and bid a fond farewell to April and 
Maddie, as they took up full-time jobs in Sydney.  We’re 
super-thankful to Sarah for stepping in to help with 
SCARF Communications throughout the year.
Throughout the year, we benefited from the advice 
and support of community mobilisers from diverse 
backgrounds, including Francis, Zahra, Wafaa, Mutebutsi, 
Azita, Sediqah, Desi and Suzanne, complementing the 
work of many more volunteer community linkers from 
refugee backgrounds. Their caring and committed 
outreach enabled SCARF to better engage with 
community members, understand community needs 
and identify community capacities so we could tailor 
our programs accordingly. Their valuable feedback and 
expertise informed the development of programs that are 
flexible and responsive to the changing needs of children, 
youth and adults from refugee backgrounds.
We continued to keep SCARF running through the ups 
and downs of 2018, with the intrepid Caroline, providing 

SHERRYL REDDY

unfailing administration and program support together 
with our wonderful volunteer program coordinators, 
office team, communications team and frontline 
volunteers delivering SCARF services. Thank you to all 
of you for your patient, committed hard work – front of 
house and behind the scenes.
Our core programs – delivered by 250 hard-working 
volunteers - provide the foundation for our genuine 
connection and ongoing engagement with emerging 
communities from refugee backgrounds. You can read 
about our program highlights in the following pages.
There are so many memorable moments of SCARF in 
2018, here is just a tiny snapshot of the year that was:
• January – SCARF Management Committee kicked off 

the year with Strategic Planning to build a core team 
of staff, while volunteers and students ‘hit the books’ 
for a new year of Homework Help and Homework 
Club

• February – SCARF and the Refugee Council of 
Australia delivered speakers training to 12 community 
members, building skills and confidence to share their 
settlement stories in safe and empowering ways

• March – we celebrated Harmony Day at SCARF, 
supported Nowruz celebrations in Wollongong 
Mall, and launched ‘The More You Know’ project with 
Bear Hunt Photography  – a series of photo-essays 
featuring SCARF community stories.

• April – SCARF turned 13 years old, and a group of 
our teens participated in an outdoor camp adventure 
at Camp Wombaroo

• May – SCARF volunteers received Australian 
Government Volunteer Certificates of Appreciation. 
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Congratulations Andrew, Burhan, Maureen, Elisa, 
Lyndall, John and Carole.

• June - we celebrated World Refugee Day with 200 
people at Wollongong Town Hall enjoying an evening 
of food and conversation titled ‘Refugees Bring More 
Than They Carry’, showcasing stories of identity and 
belonging.

• July – we re-vamped our weekly Coffee 
Conversations activity to create Coffee Community 
Connections on Friday afternoons with social games, 
presentations by local organisations, and English 
language conversation practice

• August - with generous support from UOW 
Innovation Campus and Aspire Events, we held our 
inaugural Champions of Welcome fundraiser trivia 
night, hosted by Graham Lancaster, with over 140 
supporters in attendance for an evening of brain-
teasing fun, entertainment and education.

• September – SCARF volunteers and community 
mobilisers shared the beauty of the Blue Mountains 
with 45 newly arrived community members.

• October – we held volunteer inductions for 50 new 
and existing volunteers, and hosted a visit from 
Minister Ray Williams and Parliamentary Secretary 
Gareth Ward

• November –  we witnessed the dedication and 
commitment of 14 SCARF youth who completed 
over 40 hours of training to become Youth Road 
Safety Mentors in their communities

• December - we celebrated all things SCARF with a 
volunteer appreciation evening, our Annual General 
Meeting, and an end-of-year community gathering of 
SCARF friends.

We couldn’t do any of what we do without the support 
of our fundraising volunteers and generous donors who 
are truly incredible. This year we raised over $30,000 
through community fundraising events including trivia 
nights, BBQ fundraisers, and champions of welcome 
activities – a true lifeline for SCARF.
While we continue to face the challenge of funding, we’re 
never short on friendship.
There is a special magic that is created when help is 
offered and exchanged between friends. Indeed, when 
I started at SCARF almost 4 years ago, it was my first 
time in Wollongong.  SCARF extended so many hands of 
friendship to me, I immediately felt at home.
While I will be stepping back from the manager role 
at SCARF in 2019 to pursue other passion projects in 
the community sector, I remain a committed SCARF 
volunteer. I’ll be working together with the Management 
Committee to recruit and handover to a new CEO in 
early 2019.
It’s a precious thing to be part of the SCARF family, and 
to enjoy the enormously warm and ever-energising hug 
that is SCARF. I will always be grateful for the learning, 
friendship and inspiration that I’ve been lucky enough to 
experience through my time at SCARF.
Thank you for giving me that opportunity.

“I’ve heard it said
That people come into our lives for a reason

Bringing something we must learn
And we are led to those who help us most to grow if we let them

And we help them in return…
And now whichever way our stories end,

I know you have re-written mine, by being my friend”
-Lyrics from ‘For Good’
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WE ARE SCARF

Total newly registered community members 2018

Female	  
52%	  

Male	  
48%	  
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“SCARF began 13 years ago as a simple act of kindness -  a reaching out in 
friendship and support to people who were strangers in our community….
What is so exciting for us, on reflection, is that we were then privileged to 
be a conduit that enabled like-minded members of the host community, 
Wollongong, to grow the SCARF model of community engagement. So 
many lives, from so many sections of the Wollongong community have 
been enriched by their participation in SCARF programs since we began 
with the Homework Help program in Wollongong library in August 2005. 
The benefits have definitely not been one-sided! We are so grateful to all 
those past and present who joined us and have made their own significant 
contributions to the success of SCARF.”

-Sharyn and Kel Mackenzie



Afghanistan 98

Burma 394

Burundi 70

Congo 201

Eritrea  54
Ethiopia 47

Iran 34

Iraq 252

Liberia 41

Palestine 6

Sierra Leone 14
Sudan 53

Syria 561

Togo 56

TOTAL COMMUNITY MEMBERS

Total registered community members as of mid Jan 2019
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PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES
SCARF Programs & Activities are not only about what we do, but importantly and 
uniquely about how we do it. All our programs bring together refugee entrants 
and local volunteers, creating opportunities for mutual learning and experience-
sharing within and beyond the specific program. We care, connect, respond and 
seek to empower each other. Our values of Humanity, Community Connection, 
Compassion, Empowerment, Courage, Resilience, and Positive Leadership, are at 
the foundation everything we do.

In 2018, we continued to work closely with community leaders, mobilisers and 
advisors from 14 countries of origin to build our understanding of individual and 
community capacities, gaps in support, and how to improve or adapt our services 
to better respond to evolving needs.

SCARF staff, volunteers and 
community members care about 
making a difference in the lives of 
others. Refugee entrants face the 
overwhelming task of rebuilding their 
lives in a place where everything – 
culture, customs, language, physical 
environment, social norms, education 
systems and economic processes – is 
unfamiliar. Every day, in little ways, we 
witness volunteers and community 
members from refugee backgrounds, 
caring, learning and growing with 
each other.

CARE
The impact of friendship is in many 
ways intangible – hard to define 
in terms of hours and activities, 
and impossible to put a price 
on. SCARF programs harness 
the power of friendship through 
individual connections, while 
building understanding of our shared 
humanity whether we are from 
refugee or non-refugee background. 

CONNECT

We recognise that building a sense 
of belonging is a daily and lifelong 
activity, process and goal for all of 
us. SCARF programs are flexible 
and seek to respond to the changing 
needs of children, youth and adults 
from refugee backgrounds.

RESPOND

By creating connections and 
opportunities for inclusion, SCARF 
helps community members from 
refugee backgrounds, volunteers, 
and the wider public appreciate the 
value of our individual diversity and 
shared humanity. In this way, we seek 
to build individual and community 
capacity to make a positive and 
empowering difference in our own 
lives and the lives of those around us.

EMPOWER
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SCARF is a volunteer-powered organisation. Volunteers 
make it possible for SCARF to provide support that is 
flexible, responsive and targeted to the needs of refugee 
children, youth and adults – for as long as they need it. 
We rely on the hard work and commitment of over 250 
volunteers to deliver SCARF activities and programs.

In 2018, thanks to dedicated volunteer coordination 
support by April and Lindsay, we welcomed 75 new 
volunteers to the SCARF team delivering activities across 7 core programs as well as providing technical expertise in 
areas of IT, governance, communications, fundraising and administration. Throughout the year, we also encouraged 
existing experienced volunteers to participate in an updated interactive SCARF induction program. The aim of the 
induction was to increase knowledge and understanding of current services, referral pathways, issues and challenges 
associated with settlement support in the Illawarra. The induction included an opportunity to hear about the 
settlement experiences of former refugees, and to share lessons learned to inform ongoing program development. 
Over 80 experienced volunteers completed the program and provided valuable feedback that will help us better 
support volunteers and refugee entrants in empowering ways.

“The 
induction 
explained to me the refugee 
experience. Until now I have just 
helped the kids at Homework 
Help without really understanding 
their background and the 
experiences that have shaped 
them. I now feel that I can 
respond to their needs with more 
understanding and sensitivity”

-Homework Help 
volunteer

VOLUNTEER PROGRAM

“We have great 
volunteers. I am so fortunate 
to work alongside these people. They give, and 
give, and give. When I got home this evening 
I was feeling quite emotional, all due to the 
volunteers. I was chatting with several of them at 
the end of the session and the level of care and 
concern they express regarding the students is 
just amazing. The vollies give without hesitation 
and ask for nothing in return. I am lucky to be 
associated with them.”

–Andrew
SCARF volunteer and Homework Help 

Coordinator
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COMMUNITY EDUCATION
SCARF’s Community Education program is a fee-based program that seeks to strengthen understanding of the refugee 
experience among the wider community, and in doing so, contribute to building a society that is welcoming and 
informed. Community educators from refugee and non-refugee backgrounds deliver tailored presentations for students, 
teachers, local businesses and other interested groups. Community Educators from refugee backgrounds are paid for 
sharing their time, expertise and lived experience. Funds generated through the community education program also 
help to support training for presenters and the development of engaging resources for audiences.

In 2018, Community Education Coordinator, Sophie-May, along with a team of 4 volunteers and 
10 speakers from refugee backgrounds delivered 28 presentations to schools, 
community organisations, businesses and SCARF volunteers. Through sharing 
personal stories and giving audiences the opportunity to learn about refugee 
journeys and settlement experiences, we created connections between 
refugee entrants and members of the general public, to support social and 
economic inclusion. By engaging speakers from SCARF’s Youth Leadership 
program, we grew our speaker pool and continued to adapt our content 
and presentation style based on input from speakers and feedback from 
audiences. 
We express our thanks to the NSW Government Premier’s Social Cohesion 
Fund for supporting components of this program in 2018.

“I believe that 
if a person’s insight and level 
of knowledge change, that 
person can change a family, 
and that family can change 
another family and eventually a 
community, hence there is hope 
in having a society in which its 
people are living in harmony.“

-Azi

“Being involved in the 
Community Education team has been 
the most rewarding and enriching 
experience of my life and has led to 
some amazing friendships.  I hope 
that as this program grows, we will 
continue to see the wider community 
open up with kindness, empathy and 
welcome to all those who call this 
part of the world home.”

-Sophie May Kerr

As a Senior Lecturer 
in Human Geography at the 
University of Wollongong I have invited guest speakers from 
the SCARF Community Education Program to participate 
in my first-year lectures. I can teach students facts about 
international refugee law, the challenges of seeking asylum, 
the scale of humanitarian migration across the globe, and 
Australia’s policy responses to asylum seekers and refugees. 
But I’m very aware that facts are easily forgotten – or 
become somewhat meaningless – if they aren’t linked to 
human experiences. Guest speakers from the Community 
Education Program give my students a personal insight into 
the experience of seeking refuge. Many students have never 
met a person from refugee background. Hearing the personal 
stories of SCARF’s guest speakers helps to bridge this gap. 
Their willingness to open their lives to students’ questions 
helps to overcome some of the common misunderstandings 
that people in the broader population have about the refugee 
experience. In the process, they create an extremely valuable 
learning experience that I know my students will remember.

-Dr Natascha Klocker
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SOCIAL INCLUSION
SCARF’s Social Inclusion program brings together community members from refugee and non-
refugee backgrounds in responsive social and recreational activities that promote connection across 
cultures, countries and communities.

Thanks to our hard-working coordinators, Maureen, Caroline, Helen and Maxine, together 
with the advice and outreach of SCARF community mobilisers, Zahra, Francis, Mutebutsi and 
Suzanne, we continued some much-loved Social Inclusion activities such as our annual excursion to 
Parliament House and Questacon, our ever-popular Women’s & Girls Social Evenings and our annual Community Picnic 
Day.  We introduced new adventures including a trip to the Blue Mountains, and school holiday storytelling and craft 
activities.  And we re-vamped our weekly Coffee Community Connections on Friday afternoons which now combines 
English conversation practice with interactive word games, and presentations from local community services of interest 
to refugee entrants.  Over 300 community members from refugee backgrounds participated in social inclusion activities 
over the past year with more than 35 volunteers involved in designing and delivering these fun activities! 

COMMUNITY EVENTS AND FUNDRAISING
SCARF volunteers are never short of creative ideas for community events to help raise awareness of SCARF services, build 
understanding of the settlement experience, generate funds to support SCARF programs, and engage with the wider 
public to contribute to social harmony.

This year we raised over $12,000 through Champions 
of Welcome doing their favourite activities out there 
in the community in support of SCARF. Our monthly 
trivia nights and Woolworth BBQs raised over $8000 
combined, and our inaugural Business Trivia event at the 
UOW Innovation Campus in August raised over $11,000!
SCARF celebrated the positive contributions that refugee 
entrants make in our region at Wollongong Town Hall 
on Wednesday 20 June. Our diverse community came 
together for an evening of food, photography and 
conversation entitled “Refugees bring more than they 
carry”. SCARF community members shared personal 
stories of their time before and after arrival in Australia, 
their challenges, insights and hopes for the future. Their 
words touched the audience and showed us that while 
our identity makes each of us unique and our journeys 
may be different, we all share a common humanity.

“Honestly, I think it 
is a fantastic idea to have a 
women-only night. This helps 
raise the self-confidence, self-
image and roles of some of our 
long-oppressed mothers or 
girls coming from a patriarchal 
society.”

-Francis

During 2018 
it has been my 
pleasure to share the co-ordination 
of SCARF’s monthly Saturday Sausage Sizzle 
at Woolworths Fairy Meadow with Elisa. Our 
core team – Jacqui, Elisa, Rhys, Margaret, 
John, Angela, Elizabeth, Gemma and Terry 
- willingly gave up time to breathe in the 
onion aromas, cook, serve, and clean up.  A 
most enjoyable part of the experience was 
communicating SCARF’s message to the 
many customers who expressed an interest 
in our organisation…and we were often 
astounded by the generosity of customers 
who contributed to our Donation Box”

-Lyndall D
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BEFRIENDING
SCARF Befriending started with Sharyn and Kel Mackenzie extending the hand of friendship to newly arrived families 
including the Franco Family, Elizabeth Lual and her children, Eugenia and her family, among others. This act of kindness 
filled a critical gap in settlement services – that of providing friendship support with no time limit, tailored to the 
individual needs of someone facing the challenges of settlement. Thirteen years on SCARF’s Befriending program 
continues to match local volunteers with individuals/families from refugee backgrounds who are seeking support in 
the form of friendship, cultural orientation, conversational English practice, and engagement with local community 
activities. Befriending promotes mutually empowering friendships as volunteers and community members from refugee 
backgrounds learn from, share and value their different cultural and personal life experiences.

In 2018, our Befriending program supported 45 new matches between refugee entrants and local volunteers who made 
time to meet up for weekly social contact and connection. We also continued to provide advice and support to 60 
Befriending connections made over the past two years.
Both volunteer befrienders and community members from refugee backgrounds regularly contact SCARF for advice on 
a wide variety of issues that may arise as people are settling in an unfamiliar environment. For many queries, befriender 
volunteers feel well-equipped to provide support, for example – filling out forms for housing, internet, electricity, gas; 
navigating the public transport system; accessing the hospital; getting to the local shopping centre or fruit and veg 
market; reading a bank statement; registering and insuring a car; getting an Opal Card; paying bills, reading letters from 
school. Other issues often result in befrienders seeking SCARF advice and referral to specialist agencies, for example 
- accessing legal advice for family reunion; responding to safety concerns; supporting community members feeling 
anxious, stressed and affected by pre or post-settlement traumatic experiences; assisting families whose children are 
being bullied at school; accessing interpretation/translation support, to name a few.

“I don’t have to help 
Medi much, but it’s 
nice if she knows if she 
ever needs help, I’m 
there.’

-Lyndall
SCARF Volunteer

“I think our relationship 
is really strong, we do feel like she 
became one of our family and we 
are very happy, even though we 
are African, and she is Aussie. We 
kind of see no difference, …you 
feel like it’s a really valuable thing, 
because she really accepted who 
we are and we accept her the 
way she is” 

-Mediatrice & Elizabeth
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“Thanks to SCARF, 
my girls got through school, Kuer 
is at University and Mary is school 
captain at TIGS next year.  Through 
SCARF I also got my wonderful 
Australian family, the Hartgerinks. 
Please pass on my best wishes to 
all my friends and family at SCARF.  
I have been with SCARF since the 
beginning and my heart is with you 
today”

-Elizabeth L



EDUCATION & TUTORING
SCARF Education and Tutoring programs provide support to primary, secondary and tertiary students seeking assistance 
with written English, clarifying assignment requirements, and understanding standards and practices in Australian 
learning environments. Our Education & Tutoring programs continued to grow this year with thanks to the in-kind 
support of program partners and funding support from Collegians Rugby League Football Club.

“Settling in is not an easy 
process, and definitely not a short 
process, but one of the major challenges was the 
language. Especially when I started high school, 
I only went to IEC Intensive English Centre for 13 
weeks and then I started year 11 directly, so the 
content of Biology and Chemistry and all the other 
science topics was very advanced for me, and thus 
I needed some additional help, and this is how I got 
to know SCARF…through ‘Homework Help,’ which 
is Thursday and Tuesday… we meet at Wollongong 
Library, where there’s volunteers who tutor us. And 
these volunteers are also very diverse, many of them 
are university students, some of them are actually 
professors in UOW! So we receive some really 
professional help, which really helps.” 

-Amro
2018 HSC graduate

The biggest help I had from SCARF 
was my tutors- really helpful. When I started UOW college it was 
really hard for me because, you see, I came to Australia July 2013. 
And in February 2014 I went to university! UW College! That was 
crazy because July 2013 I had zero English. And when I went to 
college it was super difficult. You can’t imagine how difficult it was…
.I was crying every day. I get off the bus when there was nobody 
around me and I was crying because my study was really hard and I 
wasn’t used to that.

-Narges
SCARF community member and

2018 Bachelor of Medical Science graduate

“Being 
part of SCARF 
is a very rewarding experience 
and each time I attend 
Homework Club, I feel a sense 
of satisfaction knowing that I 
am helping children within our 
local community who need our 
support the most. I also have 
gained leadership skills and my 
confidence and communication 
with all people has improved 
greatly.”

-Jessica Green
Homework Club Tutor
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Tertiary support program
Our fledgling tertiary tutoring program continued to 
grow this year, with 8 tertiary students from refugee 
background accessing support for studies in nursing, 
aged care and construction. Program Coordinator, Colin, 
mentioned that a highlight of the year for him was the 
growth in confidence and ability shown by the students, 

and a sharing of cultures.

Homework Help
Homework Help for high school students continued this 
year, patiently and professionally coordinated by Andrew, 
with the wonderful support of Wollongong Library. A 
total of 55 high school students in Years 7 – 12, and 39 
volunteers, participated in the program clocking up more 

than 1020 student attendances and over 740 
volunteer attendances during 

term time.

Homework Club
We had a full complement of 25 primary school students 
attending Homework Club on Wednesday afternoons at 
St Mary’s Star of the Sea college. Homework Club in 2018 
was supported by 64 volunteer mentors from St Mary’s 
(on a rotation roster) – these student volunteers not only 
provided tutoring support but also raised over $700 for 
SCARF with an incredible bake sale.
We treasure our partnership with St Mary’s and are 
exploring new ways to enable us to offer Homework 
Club every week of the school term, without disturbing 
St Mary’s school calendar of activities. In 2019, Homework 

club will be hosted at the SCARF office with St 
Mary’s tutors joining SCARF volunteers 

in the delivery of 
tutoring support. 
Our Homework 
Club Coordinator, 
Jenny, offered this 
reflection “you 
know the students 
really enjoy coming 
when they asked 
why we don’t 
run homework 
club through the 
holidays. I had 
to explain that 
they didn’t have 
homework to do in 
the holidays.”



L2P DRIVING PROGRAM
SCARF’s Learner to Provisional Driver Mentor Program supports refugee entrants to access on-road driving practice 
supervised by a volunteer mentor. The program is designed to assist learners from refugee backgrounds, who would not 
otherwise have access to a car or a suitable supervising driver, to learn Australian road rules, practice driving according to 
Australian conditions, and gain experience with all aspects of becoming a safe road user and licensed driver.

Our L2P program in 2018 saw our intrepid driver mentors, led by the fearless John and Carole, deliver 239 sessions to 
31 learners, and support 14 learners to gain their provisional licence.
We also designed and delivered a Youth Road Safety Mentor (YRSM) program with funding support from a Transport 
for NSW Community Road Safety Grant. The YRSM program was held over 3 weeks in November and aimed to 
build knowledge of rules, rights and responsibilities to promote safe road use and lawful driving behaviour among 
young people from refugee backgrounds. It also sought to enhance the capacity of participating youth to serve as role 
models encouraging safe driving behaviour among their peers, families and communities. The training program included 
accredited units in communication and mentoring skills, plus non- accredited education sessions on a range of road 
safety topics. We worked closely with Kiama Community College, Wollongong Police, NSW Legal Aid, NSW Health, 
Wollongong City Council and NSW Fair Trading to introduce participants to a range of local services that can advise 
or assist with issues such as registration, insurance, traffic fines/penalties, what to look for when buying a car, how to 
maintain a car, and what to do in the event of an accident.
A total of 14 young people age 16 – 24 years completed 40 hours of information and education sessions as part of 
the YRSM program The program culminated with impressive presentations from each participant and a certificate 
presentation by Lord Mayor Gordon Bradbery.
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“Before I 
had my licence 
I had to catch 2 buses to school 
and it took more than 1 hour to 
get there. Now I can drive and 
it takes less than 20 minutes…I 
can help my family, I take my 
mum to the shops and my dad to 
appointments. I am happy to have 
my licence, but sometimes driving 
is a bit scary for me, but no one 
else in my family can drive, so I will 
keep going” 

-Sue Meh



CONTINUOUS ADULT LEARNING
SCARF’s Continuous Adult Learning Program targets our volunteers and community members from refugee backgrounds 
offering opportunities for personal and professional development and providing pathways for economic inclusion.

In 2018, our Continuous Adult Learning program was packed with activities to strengthen individual and community 
capacity, with thanks to Club Grants funding support from the Illawarra Master Builders. A few highlights include:
• 60 volunteers participated in knowledge and skills-development opportunities including STARTTS workshops on 

accidental counselling, working with people from refugee backgrounds, and self-care; a training session on Child 
Protection Issues and Response; and training on trauma-informed care provided by the Blue Knot Foundation.

• 45 community members from refugee backgrounds received support preparing a professional CV/resume, 
practicing interview skills, and drafting job applications.

• We introduced monthly Legal Aid outreach clinics at SCARF serving over 70 community members
• 4 SCARF community members attended the International Metropolis Conference in Sydney, to hear speakers on 

Global Migration and Social Change.
• We partnered with the NSW State Emergency Services (SES) to establish the first Multicultural Community 

Liaison Unit in NSW, comprised of 12 Community Liaison Officers from refugee backgrounds. This initiative 
came from a University of Wollongong research project Resilient Together: Engaging the Knowledge and Capacities 
of Refugees for a Disaster Resilient Illawarra conducted by Dr Christine Eriksen and PhD candidate Shefali Juneja 
Lakhina. SCARF community members - Azita, Eugenia, Francis, Nidaa and Wafaa - were among the research 
assistants who facilitated consultations with refugee entrants to identify relevant skills and support needs for 
strengthening disaster resilience in the Illawarra. For this work, the 
University of Wollongong, together with SCARF, the SES and other 
local project partners received a high commendation in the NSW 
government’s 2018 Resilient Australia Awards.
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“I learned to be proud 
of who we are, trust 
each other”

-SCARF community 
member



YOUTH LEADERSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT
SCARF youth activities aim to support young people from refugee backgrounds in their transition to life in Australia, 
promoting wellbeing, personal development, cross-cultural engagement and positive leadership.

Our youth activities this year were coordinated by Mahgol and a team of 6 young 
people from refugee and non-refugee backgrounds. The youth coordination team 
organised indoor soccer games, outdoor education camps, and youth hangouts 
throughout the year. 
A highlight for many SCARF youth was participating in our ‘Let’s Lead’ Youth 
Leadership Program, implemented in partnership with Cameron Brown from Explore 
Discover Act.  ‘Let’s Lead’ involves monthly meet-ups of young people, aged from 16-
30 years. The meet-ups include interactive games and challenges to help participants 
gain a deeper understanding of leadership, build trust and confidence in themselves 
and others, and develop skills in teamwork, communication and decision-making.
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I always know 
that there is a better 
tomorrow. Today may be bad, but 
there are always good things in the future. If 
you know the reality of this world, that the 
world has ups and down, and that everyone 
in this world - no matter how rich you are, no 
matter how successful your family is, no mat-
ter how educated you are - life has ups and 
downs. So if you know that, then you can use 
that to overcome things that you encounter in 
life.  We are all human beings, but we are all 
different…so we should strengthen each other, 
and advise each other and give each other 
inspirational words to help our friends, our rel-
atives, our whoever - strangers - to overcome 

hard things they face.
-Desi

“My name 
is Azita and I am 
Afghani Irani. I came to Australia 
in 2012…I am just trying to help 
young people here to have a better 
life, and not to experience what 
I experienced when I came here; 
and the problems I had and ques-
tions I had, when I didn’t know 
where to go or who to ask. I try to 
help them in that sense and make 
them have a better life.”

-Azita

‘Keep believing in me 
no matter how small 
I would feel but still 
everyone would keep 
on encouraging me in 
everything I would think 
of or try to do’



SCARF BEHIND THE SCENES
None of the programs and activities in these pages would have been possible without the dedicated efforts of staff and 
volunteers who work with boundless stamina behind the scenes to keep SCARF running day-to-day, including:

• Fundraising and Marketing Manager, Ainslie, helped us generate all-important income to support SCARF’s work;
• Program Manager, Pippa, juggled grant-writing with designing new programs and measuring 

outcomes;
• Ops Manager, Ian, worked tirelessly on HR, IT, finance, admin, legal compliance, insurance 

and risk management issues to help strengthen SCARF;
• Volunteer Managers, April and Lindsay, kept the pulse of SCARF beating through 

engagement and support of over 250 volunteers;
• Communications team, Maddie, Sarah, Bernie and Marzia, documented the story of SCARF 

in words and pictures through our website and newsletters.
• Community mobilisers, Francis, Zahra, Mutebutsi and Suzanne, worked day and night 

to reach out to community members, share information and respond to queries.
• Admin & Program Officer, Caroline and a truly incredible team of dedicated volunteers 

provide administration, program coordination and IT support and are every-ready to 
help with any task, no matter how small or large.
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I want refugees 
to feel welcomed 
and supported in 
our community.

-SCARF donor

One of the inclusion 
programs at SCARF involves 
inviting newly arrived community members to an 
excursion. This is the best way to welcome some-
one who has left everything behind to come to a 
new country, with different culture and environ-
ment. When I invite people from my community, 
the first question they ask is ‘are you coming’? This 
shows that community members feel much more 
comfortable in building a connection and bond 
with SCARF and the new culture in the presence of 
someone from their own culture; so, the community 
mobilisers act as a bridge between the community 
members, the new culture and SCARF. Their com-
fortable feeling gives me a great pleasure to be part 
of their journey.

-Zahra,
Community mobiliser



AUDITED	  FINANCIAL	  STATEMENTS $ $

INCOME 2018 2017

Community	  Fundraising 29,266 92,134

Donations 85,413 51,115

Grants 282,571 142,779

Interest	  Income 1,999 556

Membership	  Fees 618 859

Merchandise 1,908 -‐

Program	  Contributions	  (including	  sponsorship,	  fee-‐for-‐service) 13,560 30,464

Other	  income	  (Profit	  on	  sale	  of	  fixed	  asset) 1,364 -‐

TOTAL	  INCOME 416,697 317,907

EXPENSES 2018 2017

Program	  expenses 292,304 204,002

Administration	  expenses 123,147 102,369

TOTAL	  EXPENSES 415,451 306,371

Profit	  (loss)	  from	  ordinary	  activities	  before	  income	  tax 1,246 11,536

ASSETS 2018 2017

CURRENT	  ASSETS

Cash	  and	  cash	  equivalents 172,922 76,841

Trade	  and	  other	  receivables 51,024 43,490

Other	  Assets 4,111 3,333

TOTAL	  CURRENT	  ASSETS 228,057 123,664

NON-‐CURRENT	  ASSETS

Other	  Non-‐Current	  Assets 4,895 550

TOTAL	  NON-‐CURRENT	  ASSETS 4,895 550

TOTAL	  ASSETS 232,952 124,214

LIABILITIES 2018 2017

CURRENT	  LIABILITIES

Trade	  and	  other	  payables 15,350 21,790

Provisions 118,476 4,544

Other	  Liabilities -‐ -‐

TOTAL	  CURRENT	  LIABILITIES 133,826 26,334

TOTAL	  LIABILITIES 133,826 26,334

EQUITY 2018 2017

Retained	  earnings 99,126 97,880

TOTAL	  EQUITY 99,126 97,880

Income	  and	  Expenditure	  Statement	  –	  for	  the	  year	  ending	  30	  June	  2018
SCARF	  Incorporated	  –	  ABN	  80	  532	  012	  995

FINANCIAL REPORT
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The	  SCARF	  Incorporated	  accounts	  for	  2017-‐18	  were	  audited	  by	  Kristopher	  Rees	  CPA,	  Brian	  Rees	  &	  
Associates,	  Wollongong,	  NSW.	  



With immense gratitude we would like to recognise the support we have received from individuals, community groups, 
businesses and organisations in the wider community in 2018. Our supporters assist us in a variety of ways, from providing 
grants for our programs, helping us through pro-bono and in-kind services, fundraising for SCARF or donating as an 
individual. Each of these supports provide resources which are crucial to the work we do.
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Bluescope Win
Bright Star Kids

Bunnings – North Wollongong
Edmund Rice college

Chodat Fitness
Club Lime Gym
Dan Murphys

Diggies Café North Wollongong
D’va Hair Gwynewille

Gateway City
Genevieve Swart and team 

@ 2515 magazine
Graham Lancaster

Hair It Is – Balgownie

Illawarra Brewing Co
Illawarra Hawks

Illawarra Quilters
Jozo Frankovic & Band

Karen Stenos
Kiama Welcomes Refugees
Lord Mayor’s Giving Tree

Lyn Barnett
Merrigong Theatre Company

Peoplecare
Rafah World Foods

Rotary Club of Corrimal
Rotary Club of Fairy Meadow
Rotary Club of Gerringong

Rotary Club of Kiama
Rotary Club of Wollongong South

San Churro
St Therese Parish

Source Bulk Foods Wollongong
Two Figs Winery

UOW Aspire Events
UOW Global Health Group
UOW Golden Key Society

Valerie Ward
Wollongong Baptist Church

West Crown Cellars
Yours & Owls

Zahra Javadi Chocolate Bouquets

BUSINESS SPONSORS & COMMUNITY PARTNERS

SCARF INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS, CHAMPIONS & FUNDRAISERS 
We would love to name you individually but also wish to respect your privacy.

THANK YOU to all of you for your truly kind and generous support to SCARF. Thank you for believing in SCARF,  
the work we do and the community we support.

SCARF AMBASSADOR
Sharyn Mackenzie OAM

SCARF PATRONS
The Hon Sharon Bird MP

Lord Mayor Gordon Bradbery AM

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE & STRATEGIC ADVISORS 2018
Kath McCollim, Drew Arthur, Mark Stewart, Irene Latoa, Alina Azar, Stephanie Lake, Donna Dives,  

Greg Knight (Jan – June 2018), Joanna Stuart (Jan- June 2018), Peter Watts (Jan – June 2018),  
Joe Ringer (Strategic Planning Advisor)



FUNDING PARTNERS

PROGRAM & ACTIVITY PARTNERS
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“I thought that a leader 
is by themselves and on 
their own but, Leaders are 
actually about teamwork, 
we not only me”

-SCARF youth

I’m originally from Leeton, 
NSW. I moved here about 4 years ago. I got 
involved with SCARF about a year ago…I 
heard about it from a few friends and I 
thought that’s awesome, that’s something 
I really want to do, and then I’ve been 
involved with the Youth Program and the 
Befriending Program, and I’m loving it. 
I’ve made some amazing friendships with 
people that are just so wise, have so much 
to offer, so many great perspectives. I think 
it’s so important to have diverse friendships 
because they teach you so much.

-Celeste

“My name is Ernest, 
I’m 23 years old, turning 24 
at the end of the year, and I’m from 
the Democratic Republic of Congo. 
I’ve been in Australia since 2010 and 
I’ve had mixed experiences - in terms 
of good and bad…Life is a wonderful 
journey, it’s like a movie. Each year plays 
a role of scene,  which ads up to the 
big finish.  So as time goes by, I tend 
to make sure I keep myself in the right 
lane to achieve the outcome of what I 
plan to do.”

-Ernest

Great turn out and 
a really exceptional event 
run by  the SCARF organisation. Was 
great to see a vibrant and diverse mix of 
people from all different cultures and 
backgrounds, sharing their own personal 
stories and learning about others. 
There was a good atmosphere in the 
auditorium and a sense of community 
present throughout the night. Everyone 
seemed to enjoy themsleves. The variety 
of food on offer made the auditorium 
smell amazing.”

-Front of House Manager
Merrigong Town Hall

THE SCARF COMMUNITY
WE THANK EACH AND EVERY ONE OF THE LITERALLY HUNDREDS OF VOLUNTEERS AND COMMUNITY 
MEMBERS WHO ENGAGE IN SCARF’S PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES - TOGETHER WE BUILD A HOME, A 

COMMUNITY AND A SENSE OF BELONGING FOR US ALL.
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Strategic Community Assistance to Refugee Families (SCARF Inc.)

Community Gateway Hub
26 Atchison Street
Wollongong NSW 2500

02 4224 8646     scarf@scarfsupport.org.au     www.scarfsupport.org.au
ABN: 80 532 012 995

PARTICIPATE
Talk to us about volunteering to 
support delivery of our activities 
and programs, or supporting us 
with pro bono services

ADVOCATE
Share the story of SCARF and 
the inspiring journeys of our 
volunteers and our community 
members from refugee 
backgrounds, with those you 
know

DONATE
Contact SCARF if you would like 
to make a personal donation or 
if you would like to raise funds 
for SCARF through workplace 
giving, community collections 
or other activities in your local 

area

CELEBRATE
Look out for SCARF community 
events and join in to promote 
social harmony, celebrate 
diversity in the Illawarra 
community and showcase the 
positive contribution of people 
from refugee backgrounds


